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The Money
Making Expert
returns of five per cent and no further pension contributions. Someone with an £800,000 fund would hit
the cap in just over six years.
James Norton, senior investment
partner at Vanguard, warns: ‘Any
one with a pension pot worth
around £850,000 or more should
now be cautious about making
further contributions. They should
also keep an eye on any investment
growth taking their fund past the
allowance limit.’
It’s a point also made by AJ Bell’s
Khalaf.
He says: ‘Those who think
they are at risk of hitting
the allowance might consider switching out of
growth investments
within their pension, or
reducing or eliminating pension contributions. It’s quite
a complex area though, and
the stakes are high, so it
may be worth getting
financial advice to avoid
any costly mistakes.’
The Government-backed
Money and Pensions Service provides assistance to those who
believe the lifetime allowance could become an
issue. Call 0800 011
3797.

INHERITANCE
TAX

tax charge
of up to 55
per cent. This
cap will no
longer rise at
the start of every tax year,
but will remain at
£1,073,100 until 2026.
Sean Jones, financial planner at James Hambro &
Partners, says its freezing will
not just hit the wealthy but ‘ordinary people who have worked for a
long time in skilled jobs’.
According to its data, someone

with a pension worth
£900,000 today would hit the
frozen cap in less than four years’
time – assuming annual investment

weekly dividend calendar
These are the big name firms which are about to issue income
payments to shareholders – plus the date they go ex-dividend
(after which buyers will have to wait for the next round of
payments) and the next income payment per £1,000 of shares.
Company
Description
Share price Ex-dividend Next dividend Payment per
(buy)
date
payment £1,000 of shares

Micro Focus International Technology
Dunelm Group
Retail
BAT
Tobacco
DS Smith
Industrial
Grafton Group
Industrial
Aviva
Insurance
BAE Systems
Aerospace

£4.89
£12.30
£26.11
£3.97
£9.86
£3.91
£4.83

Mar 11
Mar 18
Mar 25
Apr 8
Apr 8
Apr 8
Apr 22

Apr 15
Apr 9
May 12
May 4
May 5
May 14
Jun 1

£23.10
£9.76
£20.64
£10.08
£14.71
£35.85
£29.60

FINALLY, Sunak froze the
amount of someone’s estate
that escapes tax. Currently, if
someone dies, the first £325,000 of
their estate – property, shares and
cash minus debts – is exempt from
inheritance tax. Any sum above
this nil-rate band is usually taxed at
40 per cent.
For married couples and civil
partners, the rules also provide a
spouse or civil partner exemption.
This means that if one partner dies,
the survivor can claim any of their
unused nil-rate band.
On top, there is a £175,000 residence nil-rate band, available
when a home is passed on to a
child or grandchild – including
stepchildren, adopted children
and foster children.
Both these allowances have now
been frozen by Sunak until 2026.
The Private Office’s Shields says
the Chancellor’s move makes inheritance tax planning ‘more important than ever’.
Various gifts can be made by parents and grandparents to reduce
their inheritance tax bills.

AND A FINAL BEWARE

LATER this month, the Government could well use ‘Tax Day’
(March 23) to unveil further tax
changes to savings and investments.
These could include the higher
capital gains tax rates outlined in
the OTS report – and simplification
of the inheritance tax regime,
especially around gifting.
If so, using the words of my
friendly expert at the start, Sunak’s
pick-pocketing could turn out to be
a mugging after all.
jeff.prestridge@mailonsunday.co.uk
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£221m trust is
well placed for
the recovery
fund focus

INVESTMENT trust Polar Capital Global Financials represents
a big market play on economic
recovery. If the world economy
bounces back as many experts
anticipate it will, the trust should
enjoy good fortune as its portfolio of economically sensitive holding, has a range of revenue
stocks performs well.
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play on the world economy reo- restricted by their regulators in
pening,’ adds Brind, ‘and the cycli- the amount of dividend they could
cal recovery of company continue to pay. It has meant that
earnings.’
in the trust’s last
As the trust’s TOP 10 HOLDINGS (country and % of fund) financial year
name implies,
(to the end of
5.3 November 2020)
the £221 million JPMorgan (US)
fund is invested Bank of America (US)
3.3 it kept the diviin a portfolio of
at the
2.6 dend
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same level as
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experts like the
to the likes of
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Scottish Mortgage and sister trust at investment bank Peel Hunt
Polar Capital Technology that say its portfolio ‘has significant
have performed healthily on the upside potential’ as a result of the
back of the technology boom anticipated sharp recovery in the
during lockdown.
earnings of many of its holdings.
Although the trust has key holdMeanwhile, researchers at
ings in US payment companies, QuotedData say the ‘tide has
such as PayPal and Mastercard, turned’ for financial stocks.
that have benefited from the
They also like the trust’s 26 per
recent big increase in contactless cent exposure to South East Asia
and online payments, it’s the (where demand for financial
banks that dominate the portfo- products remains strong) and its
lio. Says Barrow: ‘Most of the holdings in payment companies.
banks we hold are set up to benThe trust’s annual charges total
efit from economic recovery. The 1.04 per cent and the dividend,
largest geographic exposure is in paid twice a year, is equivalent to
the United States where banks an annual income of around 2.9
such as JPMorgan and Bank of per cent. The stock market idenAmerica are well capitalised and tification code is B9XQT11.
have strong balance sheets.’
jeff.prestridge@mailonsunday.
JPMorgan, the trust’s biggest co.uk
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